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Last Updated: May 5, References. This article was co-authored by our trained team of editors
and researchers who validated it for accuracy and comprehensiveness. There are 11 references
cited in this article, which can be found at the bottom of the page. This article has been viewed ,
times. Learn more If you're new to drawing manga , practice making chibi characters. These
short figures are recognizable for their oversized heads, cute faces, and small bodies. Since
they're so petite, you can keep their features simple and still end up with effective characters.
With some practice, you can draw your own Chibi characters based on real people or characters
from TV shows and movies! Tip: Although you can leave the face completely round, many chibi
characters have distinctive jawlines. You could draw a square or pointed jaw, for instance. Tip:
If you don't want the waistline to be visible on your finished character, you can erase it after
you've drawn the legs. Support wikiHow by unlocking this staff-researched answer. To draw
your own Chibi character, start by lightly sketching the shape of the head, and then outlining
the smaller body. After you have the basic outline, you can add facial details like eyes, a mouth,
and a nose, as well as simple hair with accessories. Once the clothing is drawn, add hands,
legs, and feet before erasing any unnecessary lines and finishing your character with color! For
more tips on drawing, including making anime Chibi, read on! Did this summary help you? Yes
No. We've been helping billions of people around the world continue to learn, adapt, grow, and
thrive for over a decade. Every dollar contributed enables us to keep providing high-quality
how-to help to people like you. Please consider supporting our work with a contribution to
wikiHow. Log in Social login does not work in incognito and private browsers. Please log in with
your username or email to continue. No account yet? Create an account. Edit this Article. We
use cookies to make wikiHow great. By using our site, you agree to our cookie policy. Cookie
Settings. Learn why people trust wikiHow. Download Article Explore this Article parts. Tips and
Warnings. Things You'll Need. Related Articles. Article Summary. Part 1 of All rights reserved.
This image may not be used by other entities without the express written consent of wikiHow,
Inc. Draw a large circle to make the chibi face. Make the circle any size you like depending on
how big you want to make the character. Keep in mind that the character's head should be the
same size as the rest of the entire body. Make 2 lines that intersect in the circle. Lightly draw a
vertical line that runs straight through the circle. Then, make a faint horizontal line that runs
through the vertical one. Place the horizontal line in the lower third of the circle. If you want the
facial features to be even lower on the face, make the horizontal line in the bottom quarter of the
circle. Sketch 2 wide eyes on the horizontal line in the circle. To make classic chibi eyes, draw 2
tall rectangles with rounded corners. Then, make the upper lid of each eye bold and very curved
so the tops of the eyes are round. Draw large pupils and irises so only a sliver of white is visible
in each eye. Include at least 1 white circle in the eye to show the reflection of light. The line can
pass through the center of the eyes or you can position the eyes so the bottom of the eyes rest
on the horizontal line. Remember that you're not trying to make the eyes realistic. Chibi eyes
can show any expression, but they're usually exaggerated, shiny, and bold. Draw a small mouth
near the bottom half of the circle. For a very simple mouth, draw a small line that curves up or
down depending on your character's emotions. You could draw a circle or triangle if you'd like
your character's mouth to be open. If you want to make a detailed mouth, you can include teeth
or their tongue. For example, if your chibi character is in love, you might make their mouth
heart-shaped. Include a small nose for additional detail. Sketch a nose that's no bigger than the
size of the mouth you just made and place it on the vertical guideline below the eyes. You can
draw a small slightly curved line, a tiny circle, or an upside-down triangle and keep the nose as
simple as you like. Feel free to leave it off of your character if you like. Add any style of hair you
like to the character's head. Large hair is another feature of chibi characters so make the hair on
your drawing really stand out. Play around with drawing wavy, shaggy, or spiked hair, for
instance. Let a few strands cover the sides of the character's face or fall across 1 of their eyes.
Part 2 of Draw a vertical line that extends below the center of the head. The line should be the
same size as the head. This will be the guideline for the torso of your chibi character. If you
prefer to draw your character turning, bending, or crouched, for instance, you can skip this
step. Make a small horizontal line halfway through the line to make the upper body. Decide how
wide you want your character's waist to be and sketch a horizontal line halfway on the vertical
torso line. The horizontal line will become your character's waistline. Then, draw an angled line
coming from each side of waistline that narrows near the head. Draw 2 legs that extend down
from the waistline. Place your pencil at 1 end of the waistline and make a slanting line goes
down and slightly in towards the vertical guideline. Do this for the opposite side and then make
an upside-down V shape that's centered on the guideline. Sketch 2 arms that extend from where
the head meets the body. The arms can be as narrow or thick as you like, but ensure that they
extend just below the waistline. Then, make a small rounded circle at the end of each arm to
represent the hands. Add clothes to the body. If you're drawing a simple character, you could

draw a plain top and pants or a dress. For a more detailed character, include a few more
features, such as socks, shoes, a tie, a belt, or a scarf. For example, if you're drawing a chibi
wizard, draw a cloak and staff. Did you know you can read answers researched by wikiHow
Staff? Unlock staff-researched answers by supporting wikiHow. Not Helpful 7 Helpful 4. Not
Helpful 3 Helpful 7. Not Helpful 4 Helpful 5. How can I make a chibi in my own style if it is the
first time I am drawing a full body? Your style is something you develop over time, not
immediately. If you're a beginner, you should look up tutorials on Youtube or Deviantart. Once
you start understanding how to draw a chibi, you can begin to develop your own unique style.
Not Helpful 9 Helpful Make the adult more refined and taller and make the child shorter, simple,
casual and innocent. These will work well unless it's an assassin family, in which case make
them look a little wicked and cheeky. Not Helpful 20 Helpful Male hair is often swept to one side
in anime. Also, keep in mind that hair flows like water - Give it a point to flow from! Not Helpful
10 Helpful After all, real heads aren't perfectly circular. Some artists like to start with a circle as
an outline, but you can experiment and see which method works best for you. Not Helpful 3
Helpful Try adding them in while doing the hair, and making them slightly curved for dimension.
You can also draw a few loose strands of "fur" around the base of the ears! Add the makeup in
during the coloring of the face, and use a low opacity if that is an option. Don't do it during the
lineart or else it will make the face overcluttered and makeup doesn't really need an outline. If
you need to, you can outline it with a slightly darker version of the makeup color. Not Helpful 13
Helpful Not Helpful 14 Helpful Include your email address to get a message when this question
is answered. By using this service, some information may be shared with YouTube. Erase
visible guidelines once you've finished adding details to your chibi character. Helpful 2 Not
Helpful 0. Go back and color in your drawing with colored pencils or markers. The color will
really make your chibi character stand out. Practice drawing chibi characters with different
expressions and facial features. Helpful 0 Not Helpful 2. Submit a Tip All tip submissions are
carefully reviewed before being published. Related wikiHows How to. How to. More References
2. About This Article. Co-authored by:. Co-authors: Updated: May 5, Categories: Drawing Chibi
Style. Article Summary X To draw your own Chibi character, start by lightly sketching the shape
of the head, and then outlining the smaller body. Deutsch: Eine Chibi Figur zeichnen. Italiano:
Come Disegnare un Personaggio Chibi. Bahasa Indonesia: Menggambar Karakter Chibi.
Nederlands: Een Chibi figuurtje tekenen. Thanks to all authors for creating a page that has been
read , times. Did this article help you? Cookies make wikiHow better. By continuing to use our
site, you agree to our cookie policy. Related Articles How to. By signing up you are agreeing to
receive emails according to our privacy policy. Follow Us. Organize your home like an expert
Learn how. X Help us do more We've been helping billions of people around the world continue
to learn, adapt, grow, and thrive for over a decade. Let's do this! These miniature pets are
primarily a cosmetic item, except for leveling as discussed below, equipped by the survivor in
the off-hand slot. When equipped, the chibi-pet appears in front and to the left of the survivor.
Moving around causes the pet to follow and reposition itself where the survivor is facing. The
chibi-pets are seen in the survivor's lap while riding mounts, and sit nearby while in a bed.
Chibi-Pets can be leveled by killing certain predators while having the pet equipped. This is
similar to the bonus max levels from Ascension. The following creatures award Experience to
the Chibi-Pets:. Chibi-Pets are items and will not appear in your inventory after you die. They
will be left in the corpse or bag where you died. An exception to this is the Chibi-Noglin , which
will always appear in your inventory upon respawn as long as you own the Genesis Season
Pass. Keep in mind, however, that this new Chibi is just that: new. It will be at level one, with no
experience. These ways of obtaining are generalized according to their main event. Years may
differ, but their method of obtaining are generally the same. Specific type of Chibis can only be
obtained from either of the two. Most chibis may be obtained while fishing for Coelacanth with
an amorous heart effect with only Fishing Rod. Eggs from wild bunny Dodos can be placed and
cracked. This can only happen during the event and eggs saved for when the event is over will
not have this option. Cakes found from harvesting from dead Party Dodo can be used in a
Cooking Pot as a recipe for crafting random Chibi-Pets. Rarity are random, and does not
account for what rarity of chibis are being smelted. Some Chibi requires paid DLC installed to
be used. Chibi-Light Pets emit radial charge light in an area much smaller than their regular
counterparts. Moreover, these are for visual aesthetic, and does not affect charge-weakened
creatures like Reaper and Nameless. This can be used to try to obtain rare chibis. Sign In. Jump
to: navigation , search. This creature, item, or feature is not yet released in the version on
Nintendo Switch. Navigation menu Namespaces Page Discussion. Views View Edit Edit source
History. Wiki appearance Light mode Dark mode Switching modes. This page was last edited on
16 February , at Game content and materials are trademarks and copyrights of their respective
publisher and its licensors. All rights reserved. This site is a part of Fandom, Inc. Support

Contact PRO. Very Rare. The series was first announced as part of Rooster Teeth's 13th
Anniversary celebration on April 1, and premiered May 7. Each episode has a run time of about
three to seven minutes. The series uses both the RWBY characters and world, but is animated
in a different art style. RWBY Chibi is not considered to be canon, with characters repeatedly
breaking the fourth wall. The first season premiered on May 7, , and consisted of 24 episodes,
which were aired weekly at the usual RWBY release time on Saturdays. The third season
premiered on January 27, The show was cancelled midway through Season 3 due to the show's
production workload being too much for the company on top of additional projects being
undertaken by the animation department at the time. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
This article has multiple issues. Please help improve it or discuss these issues on the talk page.
Learn how and when to remove these template messages. The topic of this article may not meet
Wikipedia's notability guideline for web content. Please help to demonstrate the notability of the
topic by citing reliable secondary sources that are independent of the topic and provide
significant coverage of it beyond a mere trivial mention. If notability cannot be shown, the
article is likely to be merged , redirected , or deleted. This article relies largely or entirely on a
single source. Relevant discussion may be found on the talk page. Please help improve this
article by introducing citations to additional sources. This article relies too much on references
to primary sources. Please improve this by adding secondary or tertiary sources. March Learn
how and when to remove this template message. Rooster Teeth. April 1, Retrieved April 6,
January 23, Retrieved January 27, January 16, Retrieved January 16, Retrieved December 17,
Entertainment Weekly. Retrieved January 23, List of works produced. Rooster Teeth Games
Achievement Hunter. Categories : RWBY web series debuts American adult animated comedy
television series American adult animated web series Anime-influenced Western animated
television series Fiction about monsters Schools in fiction. Hidden categories: Use mdy dates
from November Articles with topics of unclear notability from March All articles with topics of
unclear notability Web articles with topics of unclear notability Articles needing additional
references from March All articles needing additional references Articles lacking reliable
references from March All articles lacking reliable references Articles with multiple maintenance
issues Pages using infobox television with editor parameter All articles with unsourced
statements Articles with unsourced statements from January Official website different in
Wikidata and Wikipedia. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to
edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Add
links. Rooster Teeth YouTube â€” She later admonishes Blake for possessing such "filth", but
refuses to return it. Yang tries to take out Weiss, but Ember Celica jams. When Weiss taunts
her, Yang is still able to punch her away. They immediately suspect Blake due to her being part
cat. Blake acts offended by this profiling and leaves, stealing several items from the room in the
process and escaping on Yang's motorcycle, which she uses to flee the police. An injured
Jaune appears, indignantly singing a similar chant about telling Blake to clean up after she's
done reading. To the surprise of both, Ruby suddenly bounds into the room and starts
enthusiastically playing with the ball of yarn like a cat. After he leaves, Blake comes out of
hiding and breathes a sigh of relief. He leaves increasingly desperate and angry voice
messages on Weiss' Scroll. Suddenly, Weiss appears and politely greets him, completely
unaware of his messages, revealing that she lost her Scroll earlier. At that moment, Blake
appears, having found Weiss' Scroll. A panicked Jaune snatches it away and destroys it to
prevent Weiss hearing his messages. He leaves in a hurry, to Blake and Weiss' astonishment.
She fires ice and fire rounds before the recoil from a gravity Dust round sends her flying. Zwei
â€” Part 2 " â€” Zwei enters an empty dining room and snoops around. After he leaves, the
freezer door opens, revealing a shivering Blake hiding inside. Yang wins the fight, but when she
is distracted by Zwei dragging Blake through the hallway, Ruby swipes her Scroll away before
the next round. Yang is angered by this and literally catches on fire. Weiss uses Myrtenaster
and ice Dust to easily make a sculpture of a Beowolf, while Blake uses her semblance to
effortlessly create an ice duplicate of herself. Ruby leaves, grumbling to herself. Yang gets
angry, her rage causing her to catch fire again. Ruby, Blake, and Weiss use the heat to cook
marshmallows. Jaune remarks, "Well, one of us is going to have to change! In revenge, Ruby
intentionally stomps in with muddy boots after Weiss finishes cleaning the kitchen. Finally,
Weiss confronts Ruby at the Beacon courtyard, and the pair have a dramatic Western-style
stand-off. They draw their weapons and attack, but end up having an anticlimactic slap fight.
After Blake dramatically swaps the books without the beds collapsing, Ruby immediately asks
Blake if she can read the book Blake had finished, much to her horror. A shocked Ruby tries to
point out Pyrrha's death, only for Nora to vehemently insist that "nothing bad ever happened",
looking at the audience as she does this. Ren then suggests that the group continue to do
comedy segments, to which Pyrrha happily agrees. She eventually resorts to using Crescent

Rose to cut the jar open, but it turns out the pickles' flavor is dill, which she hates. However,
Nora manages to keep in shape without any effort at all, to Yang's great annoyance. When
Jaune offers Pyrrha to join the rest of the team in looking through old VHS tapes, she becomes
reluctant, knowing what can happen. There, they encounter the janitor, Shopkeep. After several
failed attempts to get Weiss' attention, Ruby eventually resorts to flopping around on her study
desk like a fish, until she knocks herself senseless. When Ren becomes "it", he puts himself
through a disciplined martial arts training regime for his comeback. With his preparations finally
complete, he tags Nora, but she simply tags him back immediately. Pyrrha then asks Jaune to
study together, but he turns down her offer. Finally, Weiss approaches Pyrrha with the same
question, but is also rejected. Ren looks on, lamenting that they all fail to see what's right in
front of them. Nora's painting is a crude fingerpainting rendition, Blake's portrays Zwei as a cat,
and Ren's rendition is accurate and beautiful. However, Weiss fails to appreciate the artistic
merit of Ruby's take, which has placed its focus firmly on Zwei's butt, but Ren seems to
appreciate Ruby's vision. As they exit the room, Nora turns around and winks at the camera.
Using the pancakes as bait, he sets up a trap and catches Nora. Ruby instead gets her home
remedies like her dad used to, including a warm glass of whole milk, video games and a
motivational poster of Blake in the " Hang in there, Baby " pose. When Yang finds out Weiss is
sick, she also runs to get her more milk. The production is plagued by Yang's attention-hogging
acting, Blake and Weiss' lack of enthusiasm, and Ruby's awful writing. The play ends when
Ozpin realizes that they should actually all be in class. When Jaune spins, it almost lands on
Pyrrha and then Weiss, but eventually settles on Ren. Ren pauses before stoically taking a
breath spray and turning to Jaune. Satisfied that the room is clear of canines, she lies down on
her bed for a nap, only to discover that Zwei has taken the place of her pillow. To her
annoyance, Zwei attempts to comfort her with "unauthorized snuggles". When Zwei finally
starts to leave in disappointment, Blake suddenly pulls him back to let him continue snuggling
with her, though threatens to shave Zwei's butt if he tells anyone. Ruby then meekly admits to
telling them about the trip. Neptune tries to play the " bad cop ", but Nora easily manipulates
him into confessing to the crime instead. An annoyed Yang kicks Jaune off and reclaims her
bike. Zwei abandons him when Ruby shows up. When Neptune covers for Sun as a pool life
guard, Jaune falls into the pool and drowns while Neptune pretends not to notice. Ren refuses
to open the present, reasoning that it is either a trap from an enemy or a prank set up by Nora.
Meanwhile, Pyrrha hears unsettling growling sounds coming from the gift, causing Nora to
realize to her horror that she forgot to put in airholes. Both sisters make fun of Weiss when she
joins on a pink tricycle. However, just before the race begins, Weiss freezes both Yang and
Ruby's vehicles with Myrtenaster and pedals off to victory. Sun upstages her with his heckling,
while Yang gets dumped down a trapdoor. Jaune laments that he feels like a "supporting
character" to Blake, who obliviously confuses him with Sun. Jaune writhes in discomfort, but
tries to play it off as a new fighting technique when Pyrrha walks by. Nora and Sun both jump in
and use the bathroom before Jaune has a chance, causing him to lose control in his pants.
Jaune gingerly and awkwardly slinks away from Pyrrha, muttering about laundry. Ren
eventually comes across Nora tormenting an unfortunate Beowolf and amusedly comments that
she never ceases to amaze him. Nora takes this as a compliment and enthusiastically hugs the
Beowolf, "breaking" it. They decide to get an "upgrade" and buy a load of equipment, including
helmets, riot shields and police motorcycles. When Emerald and Mercury steal their bikes, Sun
and Neptune desperately try to give chase, but are hopelessly weighed down by all their gear.
Sun offers his help, but fares no better. He suggests asking Yang for help, but Ruby tells him
never to ask Yang for help with jars. However, at that moment Yang bursts into the kitchen.
Yang's jar opening methods turn out to be needlessly violent and destructive. When they are
paid an unexpected visit by the overly friendly pair of Ruby and Nora, they successfully play off
their evil scheming as a cake recipe for a kitten charity, despite Mercury at one point walking in
with a "Kitten Killer " rocket launcher. Ruby leaves Weiss alone in the kitchen for five minutes,
only to find the whole kitchen on fire when she returns. When Ruby asks Weiss to help clean up
the mess she created, Weiss asks her what "cleaning up" is. Ruby sarcastically tells her to ask
her cake butler after spraying her with a fire extinguisher and leaves. Unbeknownst to her,
Zwei's action-packed day actually includes saving Jaune from Beowolves, defusing bombs for
Ren, finding Weiss' lost pendant and foiling the nefarious plans of Cinder. However, they are
disappointed by the melodramatic performance, complete with hammy death scenes. The three
boys decide to have a dainty pillow fight of their own. Ruby disapprovingly calls them all
amateurs. They all presume it's her, but it turns out to be an inert copy, and when Blake comes
to claim it, she's left confused when Ruby, Jaune, and Weiss all continue their conversations
with her from before. Beowolf " â€” While out for a walk, Zwei and a Beowolf get into a fight,
embarrassing their respective owners, Ruby and Cinder. When Ruby declares "Checkmate",

Weiss and Blake burst into the room with their weapons at the ready, confusing it with the code
name for their team attack. Note : All the segments are based on fan comics, whose authors get
story credits. Her teammates reluctantly play along, with Weiss using her semblance and Yang
launching herself with the Ember Celica, but Roman refuses to humor her. He immediately melts
into the floor, to the surprise of everyone but Ruby, who simply says that she warned Roman.
While Neptune and Sun obliviously try to divine what crime is occurring, Roman and Neo hold
up and rob a Dust store right next to them. Pyrrha privately remembers the grueling
preparations the team actually went through in order to perfect their routine thanks to Ren.
Having drank the entire pot, Nora falls to the floor and slides through multiple different parallel
universes where characters are swapped and things are slightly different, to finally a scene
where Nora's voice actress Samantha Ireland finishes a recording session. When Nora finally
regains consciousness, she finds herself stuck in a universe where Ren talks with Ruby's voice
and Zwei talks with Jaune's. The cast performs in a sitcom -esque episode, complete with laugh
track and a commercial break, where Pyrrha very reluctantly advertises Pumpkin Pete's
Marshmallow Flakes, followed by Roman and Neo advertising Neo's Neo , an ice cream flavor
which they deny being poison. The episode ends in the style of Saturday Night Live , where the
cast gathers together and Ruby thanks everyone, acknowledges the band playing, and invites
the viewers back for the next season. Pyrrha accidentally sneezes, causing her to drop to shield
on the toy cows, squishing them, and causing Nora to start bawling uncontrollably. Penny wins
the game using her targeting system causing Yang to angrily throw the ball back so hard it
knocks Penny's head off. Neptune continues to believe something about Penny is suspicious.
Meanwhile, Ruby carries her own kind of Penny. The rival secretly turns out to be Sun. Taiyang
then arrives to bring his own "Dad jokes" into the mix, causing Ren, Sun, and Neptune to
quickly flee, while Yang and Taiyang continue to joke around. Jaune quickly has to run when
the girls angrily find out their belongings are missing. Unable to control him, Ruby is forced to
blow her dog whistle, but it causes an angered Blake and Velvet to quickly intervene and knock
the whistle out of Ruby's hand, as they are affected by it as well. To Blake's distress, the author
turns out to be Zwei. While Ruby and Yang talk about him, Qrow tries multiple attempts to fly
through their dorm window. Off to the side Qrow states that his "Job is done", but Velvet, whom
Qrow calls 'Bunny Girl', points out that he did absolutely nothing. As Jaune questions how "Dog
Rain" is a horror movie, the movie theater closes for the day. He unknowingly defeats her when
she slips on some frozen yogurt he dropped. She is then encouraged by Jaune and Sun to do a
cannonball , but she jumps up high in the air and lands hard on Ruby's head. She does
eventually, although still imploring Weiss to follow her strict military standards. They then get
annoyed by a Geist named Floyd. Winter arrives and effortlessly creates a cabin with her Glyph.
His tail ends up getting run over by Ruby. Later on, Ruby and Yang distract him by asking him
to fix a computer virus. She-Tectives " â€” Sun and Neptune find out that Pyrrha and Nora also
became junior detectives, as well as being better than they at their job. Just as Jaune goes on
the run, it is revealed that the Junior Detectives intended on returning his forgotten wallet. Qrow
also teaches Jaune, Ren, and Sun while in their own escape room. Eventually, the sisters use it
to make a pumpkin pie, unaware that Floyd is still possessing it. Having enough with her antics,
when Ruby ask her friends for a free costume, they give her a trashcan. Just as Trouble Clef is
about to perform, the event turns out to be a literal battle of the bands, in which the participants
all fight each other using their weapons and musical instruments. Amidst the chaos, Ruby
thanks the audience for joining them for another season, before getting accidentally knocked
out by Nora. Nora takes a concentrated dose of coffee and slips into a parallel universe where
the "Giant Ones" worship the characters through merchandise. There, Jaune tells her of the
"Great One" and gives her the choice between two shirts, "Blue vs. Red" and " Red vs. Blue ",
before she retreats back into one of the toy boxes and regains consciousness in the normal
world. Parodying How the Grinch Stole Christmas , Roman uses a new gadget to suck the
holiday spirit out of everyone else and make them miserable. However, while this removes their
love for the holidays, it has no effect on their usual cheer and kindheartedness. After
accidentally tearing the sack open, Roman's heart grows three times bigger, and he decides to
return everyone's holiday spirit. He is then hospitalized due to his heart literally becoming too
big for his body. The two boys are then picked up by Cinder, but Jaune sings the Camp Camp
theme song to annoy Cinder until she throws them out of her car. Mercury angrily demands a
raise and a fancy hat, causing him to be set on fire by Cinder. Cardin nervously turns down the
job offer. Ruby then delivers a public service announcement to the audience against the usage
of puns. Jaune asks if he and Ren can come along, but is rejected. Team RWBY ends up
burning a building, with mixed reactions within the group. It is eventually revealed that Blake
just wanted her book back from her. When he finally succeeds, he learns the distressed citizen
has already left out of impatience. Emerald eventually declares herself the victor by selling

Mercury out for his prank against Cinder. However, Pyrrha is happy that she now has Jaune's
undivided attention. The skit ends with Jaune sleeping, while the rest of team JNPR watches
over him, debating whether to wake him up or not. Seuss , Ozpin discourages Penny from
making friends with Mike the Beowolf. Cinder wakes up feeling more appreciative of her
henchmen, but takes it back after overhearing their dreams about her. Penny asks Ruby to
come play with her, but when Ruby tells her they cannot until the current problem is solved,
Penny easily fells the monster and drags Ruby away, leaving the others to clean the mess.
When asked for a less strenuous alternative, he suggests his own life hack of drinking coffee
and flies away in a caffeine rush. One of the animals he hits is a transformed Qrow, who
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